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Economics dept. separates
grad program into two tracks
BY

CORINNE SEGAL

Daily Staff Writer

ASHLEY SEENAUTH/TUFTS DAILY

Economics Professor Dan Richards sits on Somerville’s Financial Advisory Committee, a five-person body that offered recommendations for the city on how to weather the economic storm.

Somerville financial committee reconvenes
to evaluate eﬀects of state budget cuts
BY

BRIONNA JIMERSON
Contributing Writer

Somerville Mayor Joseph Curtatone
decided to reconvene the five-person
Financial Advisory Committee (FAC)
last month in hopes of addressing the
effects of state budget cuts and the continuing economic downturn.

Curtatone created the FAC in January
to address severe revenue shortfalls
that emerged as the economy fell into
recession. The committee searched for
methods to add revenue and reduce
expenditures in Somerville for its Fiscal
Year (FY) 2010 budget, according to
see FINANCE, page 3

The Department of Economics has
expanded its graduate program options,
and next year will offer two degree opportunities — one focused around class
work and the other based on research.
Under the department’s new plan,
the current one-year Master of Arts in
Economics program has been renamed
the Master of Science in Economics
Program, and will offer students either
a one-year, course-based program or a
two-year option geared toward research.
The program accepts 18 out of about
150 applicants per year, according to
Lynne Pepall, dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences. It will allow
current students to choose either of the
new tracks next year, or to continue with
the Master of Arts program.
In the one-year track, students must
earn a total of eight credits, while the
two-year track requires the completion
of 12 credits and a master’s thesis.
“We wanted to strengthen the graduate program,” Economics Department
Chair Enrico Spolaore said.
Under the current program, graduate
students enrolled in the Master of Arts
program have been able to remain for
a second year to write a masters’ thesis.

But those who choose to do so are not
formally distinguished from students
who stay for one year and do not write a
thesis.
“There was no differentiation. They
would all receive the same Master of
Arts degree,” said Associate Professor
Marcelo Bianconi, director of the graduate program in economics.
The change will institutionalize the
difference between the two groups. “This
way, we provide a structure and we give
recognition to the work, and we facilitate
the additional work,” Spolaore said.
Marina Gorsuch is currently a graduate student in the one-year Master of
Arts program and plans to stay a second
year at Tufts to write a thesis. She said
the restructuring of the graduate program will differentiate between students
who write theses and those who choose
not to.
“If you’re having a group of students
doing more work than another group
of students, they shouldn’t get the same
degree,” she said. “I think it’s especially
useful for students who want to get
a PhD to have done a second year of
research,” she said.
Bianconi said that the course-based
and research-based tracks provide sepasee ECONOMICS, page 2

Students adjust religious values to
accommodate college life
BY

GRAHAM ROGERS
Daily Staff Writer

Most students probably do not
arrive on the Hill their freshman
year expecting to be enveloped in
religious fervor. Indeed, popular perceptions of college hedonism don’t
seem conducive to quiet spiritual
reflection, and students suddenly
confronted with the vast array of
new cultures and beliefs in college
are often thought to leave behind
any spiritual notions imparted on
them by their upbringing.
Junior Kasey Mitchell arrived

at Tufts with 12 years of Catholic
school under her belt. “I had started
to claim the faith as my own in high
school,” Mitchell said, “but it was
still a rote practice.”
Freshman year, Mitchell said she
struggled to find her place in the
new college setting. “I wanted to be
a person, not just a student,” she
said.
Mitchell was ultimately introduced to the Tufts Interfaith
Community through Pathways,
an Experimental College initiative designed to promote interfaith
awareness and understanding. She

eventually became involved with
Conversations, Action, Faith, and
Education (CAFE) and helped run
the Interfaith Orientation program
— activities which only further
motivated her religious exploration.
Coming to college, she said, allowed
her to “see how it was to go to church
with people my own age.”
Mitchell doesn’t believe she’s
alone in experiencing a spiritual
transformation while at college.
“I think it’s really common to start
questioning and exploring other
see RELIGION, page 3

MIT graduate student dies, another goes missing but is found
The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) has had
a troubling last two weeks,
mourning the death of graduate student Kabelo Zwane.
Another graduate student,
Guangtau Cong, went missing
last Monday but has since been
found.
A sophomore from Swaziland,
21-year-old Zwane was found
dead on Nov. 7 in the woods
of Bedford, Mass. According to
Jessica Venezia, spokesperson
for the Middlesex County district attorney’s office, police do
not believe the death occurred
as a result of criminal conduct.
“The death was not deemed
suspicious,” Venezia told the
Daily. She declined to comment
further on Zwane’s suspected

cause of death out of respect
for his loved ones.
The case remains under investigation by a Bedford police
detective.
The Tech, MIT’s student
newspaper, reported that the
school notified Zwane’s family in Swaziland of the death
through “diplomatic channels”
last Wednesday.
Zwane studied mechanical
engineering and was a member of the Campus Crusade for
Christ (CCC) and the African
Students Association.
Those close to Zwane at MIT
spoke highly of him.
“I want everyone to know
how amazing an individual
Kabelo was,” Kwami Williams,
a fellow CCC member, told the

Tech. “He lived a life of love.”
MIT spokesperson Jennifer
Hirsch declined to comment on
the death, but said that the
university is encouraging students to seek aid at MIT’s mental health services. “Whenever
something like this happens we
always make counseling services
available,” she told the Daily.
An MIT teaching assistant
reported Cong missing last
week after he did not respond
to repeated e-mails about missing an exam. Dean for Graduate
Education Steven Lerman told
the Tech on Saturday that “as
far as we now know, [Cong] is
safe, and we know his whereabouts.”

COURTESY PATRICIA POP

Active Minds is teaming up with Health Service and fellow student groups.

Active Minds at Tufts:
advocating for mental
health awareness
BY

EMILIA LUNA

Daily Staff Writer

The importance of mental
health on college campuses has
increasingly led students around
the country to take action, and
Jumbos are no exception. This
year a new student group, the Tufts
chapter of the Active Minds organization, was created in order to
raise awareness of mental health
issues.
Active Minds is a national nonprofit organization that empowers
students to encourage people to
talk about mental health and to
make it a priority in college communities. The organization gives

students an outlet for advocacy
on college campuses and provides
information and resources for students who need and want help.
Active Minds, which has over
200 university chapters around the
country, is primarily student-run;
however, students usually work
with the support of the mental
health services that their institution
offers. Tufts recently became the
230th chapter of Active Minds due
to the initiative of some inspired
Jumbos looking to subvert current
views on mental health in the Tufts
community.
Junior Patricia Pop, one of
the Tufts chapter’s co-founders,
explained that as a member of

— by Brent Yarnell
see ACTIVE MINDS, page 3
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Reduced portion size is a part of
nutrition initiatives in dining halls
BY

GABRIELLE HERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

As part of an ongoing effort to create
healthier food options for Tufts students, Dining Services has reduced the
sizes of entrées offered in dining halls
in recent years.
“We think of it as ‘right sizing,’ quite
frankly,” Director of Dining and Business
Services Patti Klos said of the changes.
“We attempt to have standardized portions so that they’re adequate from a
nutritional standpoint, but you can have
one or two or however many you want.”
The reduction is seen mostly in solid
“muscle sized” foods, mostly meat and
fish entrees, Klos said. “A chicken breast
might have been a 6 oz., and now it’s a 4
oz.,” said Klos of the reduction. “We find
that now a student will take a piece of
chicken and a piece of fish.”
Dining services began scaling back
portion sizes with the renovations made
to Dewick-MacPhie dining hall in 1995,
which sectioned off the interior into an
array of different food stations serving
different entrées. Klos explained that the
shift encouraged students to only choose
one entrée.
“[The change in portions] has been an
evolving process,” Klos said. “We cut portion sizes then because people would pick
two or three entrées that they’d eat all of.
We didn’t want to eliminate variety.”
Julie Lampie, Dining Services’ nutrition
and marketing specialist, said that the
move to smaller portion sizes is intended
to help students as they often have a
hard time determining what is a healthy
amount. “Students have difficulty gauging portion sizes. Students don’t have a
great grasp of that,” Lampie said. “We
are basically trying to educate students
about portion sizes.”
She said that the cut in the portions
of protein-heavy foods was one way to
respond to students’ tendency to exceed
their recommended daily protein intake.
Lampie said that it was not uncommon
for a student to eat the recommended
amount in one meal.
“Most people eat well beyond [the
recommended] amount in their diet,”
Lampie said.
Some students are skeptical that por-
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In response to student tendencies to grab large amounts of food in the dining halls, Dining Services
hopes smaller portion sizes of its meat and fish entrees will promote healthy eating habits.
tion reductions have much effect on student health. “The efforts are valid, but
people will eat as much or as little as they
want until they’re full,” sophomore Bryn
Kass said, adding that nutrition initiatives in the dining halls should be based
on the food offered rather than portion
size.
“It’s about what you serve, not what
you eat,” Kass said.
Sophomore Rafael Ramos-Meyer
agreed that reducing portion size had
minimal effect. “As long as the plates are
the same size, people are going to keep
getting the same amount of food,” he
said.
Though Dining Services has not cut
portion size this year, Lampie said that
when presented with the option to reduce
entrée size, dining officials have often
chosen to do so.
Both Lampie and Klos said the dining
halls are currently working to incorporate
more portion plate recommendations,
or visual demonstrations of the portions
indicated on nutrition cards for each

entrée, as way to indicate the amount of
a particular entrée a student should put
on their plate.
“We’re trying to give some practical
[guidelines],” Lampie said. “We haven’t
been doing a very good job, but we hope
to resurrect it next semester.”
Senior Patrick Tonelli believes that the
smaller portions could increase, rather
than reduce, the amount of waste produced in the dining halls. He said it could
encourage students to simply double-up
on entrees when they would otherwise
only take one larger portion.
“Maybe you would just get two the first
time around and it’d end up being more
wasteful,” he said.
Klos maintains that smaller portion
sizes will allow students to make healthier choices out of their meals.
“The amount of food people want to
consume is fairly constant,” Klos said.
“You eat until you’re full or satisfied, but
this way you get more variety, and you
can meet more of your nutritional needs.
It all depends on what you choose.”

New graduate degree in economics department recognizes students who write theses
ECONOMICS
continued from page 1

rate forums for students with different
academic interests. “The main idea is
to make it more accessible for students
and give more choices to students,” he
said.
Spolaore said the restructuring will
not have a detrimental effect on the
department’s finances.
“Overall, we don’t expect a net loss
of resources. If anything, we think that
this is going to be beneficial,” Spolaore
said. “This is not going to take away
resources from other activities that we
have.”
Pepall agreed that the change to the
program did not present a financial
strain.
“We had all the ingredients; it was
just a question of structuring them in
the right way,” Pepall said. “We have the
capacity to be doing this, so we don’t
actually see it as having an additional

cost to the university.”
The change also has the potential to
benefit the undergraduate community.
Under the new plan, the department
will jointly run the seminars for undergraduate students doing senior honors theses and graduate students on
the research-based track writing masters’ theses. The two groups will meet
together in a seminar to discuss their
work.
“We have a lot of undergraduates
who want to do a senior thesis, so we’re
hoping that by having this research
track, we’ll have a stronger community
of students working on thesis projects,”
Pepall said.
Spolaore agreed that the Master
of Science program will have effects
beyond the scope of graduate students.
“Many of the undergraduates who
write senior honors theses have said
that they benefited from interacting
with the graduate students,” Spolaore

said. “The undergraduates will benefit from seeing the work of the graduate students and getting comments on
their own work, and they will also benefit more generally from interaction
with the graduate students.”
Pepall said that students partaking
in the program would benefit from the
new structure. “This offers a nice level
of advanced training, specialization
and depth that I think will be very
much rewarding to those who do it,”
she said.
Pepall and Bianconi hope that
research-track students will benefit
from the opportunity to work with a
faculty member on individual projects.
“Graduate students are very impressed
with the quality of faculty, and they
come here because they want to work
with faculty,” Pepall said. “Increasing
opportunities to work with faculty on
research projects is something that’s
going to benefit the students.”

Corrections
Yesterday’s issue of the Daily omitted the op-ed writers’ bios. Emily Rector is a senior majoring in international relations. Eric Sullivan
is a second-year graduate student pursuing a master’s degree in international business at the Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy.
The omissions occurred during the production process.
An error appeared in yesterday’s theatre preview for “The Imaginary Invalid.” The article incorrectly stated that Lina Stolyar is the
co-director of the production. Stolyar is the producer for “The Imaginary Invalid.”
The photo accompanying yesterday’s news article “Red Line derailment possible, according to MBTA report” was taken by Dilys
Ong. It was incorrectly credited to Dylis Ong.
Yesterday’s features article “Community organization encourages spending in local businesses” incorrectly stated, “The alliance
works with Somerville Local First, an organization that aims to keep consumer dollars in the community.” In fact, Somerville Local
First is the name of the alliance.
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Religious discourse, discovery encouraged at Tufts
RELIGION
continued from page 1

faiths,” she said. “It’s natural to start wondering why we believe what we believe. I realized
I didn’t always have to have the answer.”
Fletcher student Eric Sullivan had a
similar experience. Sullivan arrived at the
University of North Carolina having been
educated entirely in Catholic schools, and
maintained his religious commitment
through prayer and religion classes. “In
college, my mainstay was going to church,”
Sullivan said. “It kept me grounded.”
However, a chance encounter with
several Baha’i students encouraged and
impressed Sullivan. It motivated him to do
some exploring.
“I thought, these are the most Christ-like
people I’ve ever met,” he said. “It was a complete message of love. How did that fit into
my faith?”
Sullivan now identifies as a Baha’i, though
he does not consider this identification as a
conversion.
“I didn’t change any of my core beliefs,” he
said. “What matters is the life you lead and
your actions, not what you say you are.”
Nonetheless, Sullivan noted that Baha’i
has produced a profound change in him
personally. “It really inspires me to be a
better person,” he said. “It motivates my
good qualities.”
Protestant Chaplain Reverend Kerrie
Harthan explained that many students share
experiences similar to those of Mitchell or
Sullivan.
“I think this generation now is very much
into trying to figure out [its] spiritual life,”
Harthan said. Others offered different reasons
why many college students begin to rethink

their faith.
“People aged 18 to 25 are very questioning
and open,” Muslim Chaplain Naila Baloch
said, “but it’s a very uncertain time also.”
Both Harthan and Baloch feel that the
sudden introduction to a college environment might also encourage spiritual
exploration.
“Students might be lonely,” Harthan said.
“They’re away from their families, their friends
and their home religious community. Their
faith and practices are challenged.”
“So much is challenged all at once,” Baloch
continued. “There’s a sense of exploring and
deepening. It’s a process.”
While college may be a time of questioning, Mitchell does not believe that life at Tufts
discourages religion.
“There might be an apathy towards religion, but it’s not an antipathy,” Mitchell said.
Jewish Chaplain Rabbi Jeffrey Summit
explained that many students at Tufts express
religious beliefs and spirituality despite the
fact that they do not acknowledge a specific
religious following.
“I think that while many students say
they are ‘not religious,’ in fact, they ask
religious questions,” Summit said. “What is
important in my life? What is my relationship to community? What are my responsibilities to the world? What values do I hold
as important?”
“[Tufts students] are a pretty darn religious
group,” Harthan said, “meaning they take their
work and their contribution to the common
good very seriously. Perhaps even more than
I’ve seen at other schools.”
Both Harthan and Baloch emphasized
Tufts’ commitment to service and active citizenship as an important aspect of religiosity.
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Many students find themselves exploring their spirituality on a deeper level while at college.
“Tufts really has a soul,” Harthan said.
“Students feel that they can change the
world … that they have to. They have the
courage to follow their spirituality; they
don’t feel like they have to take a highpaying job necessarily. They ply their trade
with love and compassion, and compassion is at the center of faith.”
Baloch echoed this notion, saying that Tufts
might actually be the ideal environment for a
spiritual awakening.
“Tufts students are very open-minded,”
Baloch said. “Few schools have an interfaith
center. That’s really significant. Tufts is focused

on an openness to all traditions, and that’s
reflected in the student body.”
Sullivan agreed. “People can feel vulnerable
when talking about faith,” he said. “Taking
that first step is hard, so the dialogues don’t
necessarily happen on their own, but people
do want to talk.”
Such feelings, he said, are the reason CAFE
hosts weekly religious dialogs. “We want to
give people a safe place to talk,” he said.
“I’ve never not had an interesting conversation with someone about their faith,” Harthan
said. “It’s the most intimate thing you can ask
another person.”

Student group works to improve
mental health awareness on campus

Committee to reconvene, oﬀers recommendations on $5 million budget

ACTIVE MINDS

FINANCE

continued from page 1

another health organization on campus she
noticed recurring problems regarding students’ perspective on mental health. From
the discourse in other groups, Pop said she
noticed how little the Tufts community talked about these issues.
“When we talked about different health
issues that could come up, we realized that
students don’t realize that everybody else
does not have perfect lives,” she said. “Other
people are struggling, and you look around
and it seems as if everybody else is having
a good, happy time. It matters to me to help
people feel that they are not alone and that it
is okay to talk about it.”
Senior Rebecca Autenried said that she
decided to join Active Minds because she
wants to see other people overcome mental
health issues like she once did. “I have seen
it happen and it is very empowering,” she
said.
Similarly, sophomore Lindsay Eckhaus
said, “I know from others and from personal
experience how debilitating mental health
issues can be, so I am interested in this group
so people know that they are not alone and
that there are people out there like counselors and friends that can help.”
The Active Minds members are currently
developing projects with the support of the
Counseling and Mental Health Service and
the Tufts Community Union Senate that will
advertise their existence and willingness to
help to the Tufts community.
Junior John Salvator, a member of Active
Minds, explained that, for a long time, he
was unaware of the many mental health
resources available at Tufts.
“It is important to make the resources
at Tufts available for other people who are
coming in as freshman that don’t really know
about it,” he said.
Active Minds has been working in conjunction with the Group of Six to help
reach out to students. The Tufts Happiness
Club is also collaborating in the organization’s projects.
One of the main projects that the Active
Minds group has been working on is the
Gatekeepers program. This program is available to all students who are involved with a
health group on campus. Its purpose is to
train these students how to talk to their peers
about dealing with mental health issues.
Through this program, the Active Minds
members hope that, over the next few years,
people available to help students with mental health issues will be more approachable
and knowledgeable.

Pop explained that resident assistants
are given this training every year, but that
by expanding to include other students,
Jumbos will hopefully feel they always have
someone to talk to. The group is pushing
for the training to be available next year to
anyone interested.
Additionally, the Active Minds members
have been working to make students’ parents aware of the resources available at Tufts.
Resource sheets will be mailed to every Tufts
parent as an addition to existing mental
health publications.
Recently, Active Minds organized a Mental
Health Awareness week, during which students created posters with hand paint in
the campus center and dining halls to show
support for students suffering from mental
health problems and encourage people to
open up about these issues.
“I joined this group because I would really like to see the day when mental health
can be talked about as much as physical
health,” junior Nerissa Duchin said.
The Active Minds group has organized
other activities such as the screening of
the movie, “The Truth about Suicide,”
and encouraged the Tufts community to
participate in the National Day without
Stigma, which promotes counseling.
“A big part of this group for me is destigmatizing counseling in general,” senior
Christina Rucinski said. “It is important to
make the point that you can go to counseling for everything. It does not have to be a
diagnosed mental disorder.”
This past weekend, the core members of the student group traveled to
Washington, D.C. to attend the annual
Active Minds National Conference. The
purpose of this trip was to see how
other schools deal with their chapters
and also to meet other members of this
national organization.
In the future, the group plans to set up
an easel in the campus center on which a
new question will be posted every day. All
students will be welcome to use post-its
and markers to share their responses to
the question. The Active Minds members
hope to use these answers to gain a perspective on what resources the student
population needs the most.
“People with problems should not feel
so helpless and lonely,” freshman Nicholas
Marshall said. “If we can get this group more
organized to try to help these people, then
[we] can go a long way.”
Anyone interested in Active Minds
at Tufts can contact the group at
activemindsattufts@gmail.com.

continued from page 1

City of Somerville spokesperson Tom
Champion.
The FAC released a report in May that
recommended ways to withstand the
hurting economy. The body then disbanded. In June, the Massachusetts legislature passed the state FY 2010 budget
which included a 22 percent reduction in
state funding for Somerville. The reconvened FAC will make recommendations
on how to cope with this reduction while
attempting to keep Somerville’s services
as abundant as possible.
“The committee wanted to save money
without impacting core city services,”
Champion said of the FAC’s first report.
“Where many cities around the country
have to reduce public services such as
police, Somerville is trying to keep public
services intact.”
All five members of the committee,
including Tufts Professor of Economics
Daniel Richards, agreed to resume their
positions when the mayor announced his
intention to reconvene the body.
In FY 2009, Somerville required $165
million to serve a community of approximately 78,000, according to Champion.
Somerville’s Board of Aldermen in June
voted to reduce the FY 2010 budget by
approximately $5 million, reportedly the
largest cut in recent history.
The committee will address which
changes worked this year and which the
city should implement in the future in
light of the uncertain financial situation.
“The FAC is where we turn to seek
advice as to areas where funds can be
used more wisely,” Champion said.
The FAC used a public opinion survey to determine what programs and
areas require the most attention. Officials
emailed the survey to families and business on the Somerville e-mail list. Yielding
126 responses, the results offered a measure of what services Somerville residents
deemed most important to retain.
“The results provide insight into the
political temperament of Somerville,”
Richards said. “Mayor Curtatone and his
staff are very careful to monitor how
effectively they meet the public’s needs
and to analyze what people care about.”
Somerville resident Marques Sinkler,
who responded to the survey, said that
city officials should prioritize education
in the budget.
“Somerville values education for their
children, and we understand that a few

less festivals can mean better educational
opportunities,” Sinkler told the Daily.
He was encouraged by the opportunity
to be involved in the FAC’s recommendations through the survey. “It is my civil
duty to include myself. I cannot complain if I did not first make myself heard,”
Sinkler said.
Sinkler’s opinion was in line with most
Somerville residents who responded to
the questionnaire. Nearly three-quarters
of reporting residents suggested that
Somerville spend less on special events,
and the majority requested greater funding for schools and education.
Respondents also suggested joint
efforts between area universities like Tufts,
Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology to encourage students to
participate in community service efforts.
“The students live here. Their parents
work here. Tufts students especially,
given their proximity, should donate time
to Somerville,” Somerville resident Diane
McCosland told the Daily.
The FAC aimed to spread the budget
dip evenly across the spectrum, with no
area bearing a disproportionate impact,
as opposed to eliminating specific programs entirely, Champion said. Even so,
layoffs were factored into the new budget, though Champion did not have precise figures.
The elimination of superfluous positions freed hundreds of thousands of
dollars in city funds “without sacrificing quality and service,” according to
Champion.
Nevertheless, several community initiatives have come under scrutiny as
Somerville struggles to fund programs
without heavy dependence on the evershifting state budget.
Somerville’s health care system was
one such initiative. Of the $5 million cut
from Somerville’s budget, approximately
$2 million came from its program to
pay for a considerable portion of health
care premiums for retired, non-union
residents. To fill the gap, the city is now
asking non-union residents to pay 25
percent of their insurance cost instead
of the 10 percent they paid in past years,
according to Champion.
The city is prepared to offer a specialized insurance plan to those who are
unable to pay for the new plan’s financial
requirements, Champion said.
“We have taken every precaution to see
that everyone has access to health care in
Somerville,” he said.
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ADVERTISEMENT

There’s a better way
to advertise your apartment

At tuftsdaily.com/apartments, you can post
a housing ad for just $9.99. Each posting
receives its own Web site and interactive
map. Users can upload an unlimited
number of photos. For more information,
e-mail business@tuftsdaily.com

Tufts needs you. You need a job.

ᅝ

Join the Elections Commission.
Preserve Jumbo democracy.

The University calls for your service. The Tufts Community Union Elections
Commission (ECOM), the organization charged with carrying out elections
for numerous campus offices, including TCU Senate, Judicary, Committee
on Student Life (CSL), and Programming Board, is seeking five members for
the 2010 calendar year.



Owing to the great responsibility and effort demanded by this position, each
member of the Elections Commission has traditionally been granted a
yearly stipend.
To be considered for appointment, please pick up an application from
the Office for Campus Life, located in the Campus Center. Drop off your
completed application there by Monday, 23 November 2009 at 5 pm.
Candidates for appointment will be called back for an interview soon after.
If you have any questions or wish to receive an application online, please
contact John Peter Kaytrosh, A12, at jpkaytrosh@gmail.com or Joe Golia,
Director for Campus Life, at Joseph.Golia@tufts.edu.

ᅛ

The application process is being handled by the TCU Judiciary in conjunction with the Office for Campus Life.
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PERFORMANCE PREVIEW

Sarabande dancers remain ‘In the Moment’

REBECCA GOLDBERG | ABROADWAY

The TV
Set

Expert choreography, diverse numbers keep show fresh
BY

ARIANA SIEGEL

Contributing Writer

“Synchronicity,” the immaculate coincidence of movement, a perfect harmony
of action, is a rare occurrence that happens either by chance or through exacting efforts. Incredibly, Tufts’ repertory
dance ensemble Sarabande’s show, “In
the Moment,” achieved this immaculate
integration of physical movement. The
show ran yesterday and will run again this
Saturday, Nov. 21.
The dancers engage the stage in a diverse
range of pieces, from a mellifluous number
that enacts the slow sensuality of Joshua
Radin’s music, to a quirky, clown-like homage to Regina Spektor, to a fierce and fiery
mélange of Michael Jackson’s work. Each
piece in the show is unique, banishing
boredom from the Cohen auditorium
arena, but each is connected by the pure
spirit of delight in every dance.
Senior Phoebe Pickering, the current
president of Sarabande, is excited to air
a more sundry collection of pieces this
semester than ever before. “There are fewer
choreographers this year, but a much more
diverse group of dances,” Pickering said.
“Some years we’ve had a lot of slower,
angst-y types of dances, but this year there
are a lot of different types of dances and I
think that really enhances the show.”
Sarabande, named for a Spanish dance
of centuries past, consists of 20 dancers
who are trained in ballet and modern
dance and are accepted through a selective
auditioning process. This semester’s show
boasts nine pieces, each choreographed,
directed and performed by students. One
of the dances is a revival of a piece choreographed by a now-alumna. “We’re
trying to model ourselves like a ‘repertoire’
group,” Pickering said, “and this dance is
part of that effort. We’re hoping to expand
our repertoire by maintaining old dances
while adding new ones.”
The revived dance opens the show with
the electric energy of “Desperate Guys”

T

COURTESY ALYZA DELPAN-MONLEY

Sarabande’s show gracefully explores a variety of genres.
by The Faint. The dancers flash across
the stage with the grace of ballerinas and
the crisp, modern edge of young talent.
Following that dance is one by senior
Marissa D’Ambra, whose choreography is
rife with nostalgia as her career at Tufts and
in Sarabande draws to a close.
“I chose an ‘emo’ song I used to listen to
in high school — it’s supposed to be a sort
of ‘broken-hearted dance queens’ idea,”

ALUM PROFILE

Karen Davis, a modern
Renaissance woman
BY

CHARISSA NG

Daily Editorial Board

What do Tufts, Judi Dench, Carnegie
Hall and horses all have in common?
The answer: notable Tufts alumna
and Renaissance woman Karen S.
Davis ( J ’76).
Many Tufts alumni pursue successful careers in the arts and media, but
few can say they’ve studied acting
with the Dame herself, performed
at Carnegie Hall and published a
world-renowned photography book
of thoroughbred horses. Davis has

accomplished all of these feats since
graduating from Tufts. “A lot of the
things I’ve ended up doing, I’ve fallen
into out of sheer luck and passion
and enjoyment and love for the subject,” said Davis.
Reminiscing about college, Davis
noted that most of her experiences
at Tufts were “curriculum-driven,”
allowing her to graduate magna cum
laude within three years with a degree
in English and history.
“I think that one of the greatest
see ALUM, page 6

BOOK REVIEW

McDonell’s latest falls short
Political thriller is short on thrills
BY

RACHEL CHARATAN
Senior Staff Writer

Nick McDonell’s latest novel, “An
Expensive Education,” weaves together several tales as the most recent entry into the

An Expensive Education
Nick McDonell

Atlantic Monthly Press
spy-thriller genre. McDonell has been critically acclaimed ever since he released his
first novel, “Twelve” (2002), at age 17. Now,

though, he seems unable to live up to his
past work. “An Expensive Education” is simply not worth its cost.
The story’s protagonist, Michael Teak, is
a 25-year-old Harvard graduate working for
the U.S. government in Somalia. When a
village is attacked, everyone immediately
blames a mysterious man named Hatashil,
the leader of a rebel group struggling against
the oppressive government. Teak questions
this blame, as he cannot comprehend why
a freedom fighter would murder his own
people.
Meanwhile, at Harvard, wealthy reporter
Jane (perhaps the least likeable character
see EDUCATION, page 6

D’Ambra said. “There was a fiasco with the
costumes, because the company wouldn’t
deliver them [to Tufts], but I realized I had
enough prom-type dresses in my closet for
everyone. When you’re a senior in college
and you look back, it’s easier to reflect and
make fun of your high school days.”
Sprinkled between the Sarabande persee SARABANDE, page 6

ALBUM REVIEW

Exploring new
ground, band
loses footing
BY JACOB STERN

Daily Staff Writer

For nearly a decade, Dashboard
Confessional frontman Chris Carrabba
has managed to keep his emo lyrics

Alter the Ending
Dashboard Confessional
Interscope
and singing interesting and relatively
fresh. Dashboard’s new album, “Alter
the Ending,” finds Carrabba’s old emo
style, packed with his signature whiny
tone and occasional screaming, alive
and well. While the vocals may not be
soft on the ears, Carrabba’s voice is
see DASHBOARD, page 6

here’s something about being on a
TV set that incites disillusionment.
Up close, sets are two-dimensional,
three-walled artifices that are too
colorful and sterile to be lived in. When
you’re standing on set with four cameras,
two boom mikes and 15 crew members
staring you in the face, the whole enterprise suddenly seems less like magic and
more like a sham.
Both of my internships are located on
the FOX lot, so even on my more boring
days I sometimes find myself running
into “HIMYM.” On Tuesday, I headed out
by myself — as usual — to Mark’s Food for
All, a food stand which parks on New York
Street (the back lot NYC facsimile used
for all-purpose location shooting) during
my lunch hour. I ordered my hamburger
(In-N-Out style with Russian dressing)
and then noticed some “HIMYM” cast
members down the street. And they were
dancing.
See, for the show’s 100th episode filming this week, airing Jan. 11th — the
creators went all out and finally gave Neil
Patrick Harris a big, set-piecey musical
number. We’re even shooting an extra day
this week so there’s two full days set aside
for the sequence, which includes a bevy of
dancers, all five lead actors and help from
“Glee” choreographer Zach Woodlee.
And there they were, rehearsing the
kick line right in front of me as the alltoo-catchy song blared over the playback
speakers. It was surreal. It was hilarious.
It was magical.
The ins and outs of shooting are often
mundane. You hear the bitter phrase
“hurry up and wait” a lot in this town and
it’s often true. Camera set-ups and decoration, hair, makeup, sound and lighting all
take a long time. Then there’s rehearsal,
second team (the stand-ins help the director set up her angles) and multiple takes.
It’s easy to see how years in this cycle can
leave you jaded, tired, weary and immune
to any kind of giddy enthusiasm.
But I’m not sick of it yet. I don’t mind
hearing seasoned actors repeat a joke
after three or four takes, varying it a little
each time. It gives me a little thrill to see
the writers mull over the shooting script
and change jokes on the spot, feed new
lines to the actors and watch a splitsecond rehearsal turn into a full-blooded
delivery. For that heady rush (if you love
TV as much as I do), the waiting is worth
it. Last week the script called for Marshall
( Jason Segel) to be idly shooting some
hoops behind his office building — which,
for filming purposes, was our office building. As soon as production was finished
on stage, the crew (and yours truly) painstaking wheeled and carried all of the
necessary equipment out back: cameras, lights, podiums and even the canvas
directors’ chairs. Normally self-contained
on Stage 22 or New York Street, it seemed
a little silly, as if the entire production
had leaked out into the office accidentally. After the move I went back to my
desk to answer phones for another hour.
But as I was leaving for the night, I walked
through the set-up while heading toward
the parking garage.
I was like, ‘Oh, excuse me. There’s television production in my way.’
Naturally, I stopped to watch a few
takes of the scene, a sweet tie-up between
Marshall and Lily (Alyson Hannigan). But
alas, I needed to get home to do some
laundry. As I turned away to leave, I took
one last glance back over my shoulder
— at the lights, the cameras, the actors,
the crew. And maybe for the first time I
actually, consciously thought, “Yeah, I’m
going to miss this.”
Rebecca Goldberg is a junior majoring in
American studies. She can be reached at
Rebecca.Goldberg@tufts.edu.
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Sarabande collaborates with Tufts groups
and Brandeis company for fall show
SARABANDE
continued from page 5

formances are showings from various other dance groups at Tufts,
including Spirit of Color, the Tufts
Dance Collective, Blackout, Tufts’
Bhangra and Garba teams, the Tufts
Tap Ensemble and La Salsa. The
other ensembles’ performances are
spicy and fun, adding amusement
to an already entertaining experience. This year, too, a special guest
is added to the mix: The Adagio
Dance Company from Brandeis
University.
“We’ve begun something new
this year, where we’re forming relationships with other schools and
bringing them to Tufts and trying to perform with them. We’ve
started to form a relationship with

Brandeis now and are looking to
network with other schools in the
area,” Pickering said.
Sarabande’s dancers move perfectly in sync with one another
throughout the show, gliding
through willowy leaps and snapping into angular shapes as if they
are linked by an invisible force. The
perfection of their grace appears
effortless, but it is certainly not
without countless hours of hard
work.
“I’m in seven dances this semester,” junior Alyza DelPan-Monley
said. “Each dance requires an hour
of practice a week and I’m choreographing two dances, so those
each require extra time outside of
practice.”
It is not uncommon for many

dancers to take on similar challenges, participating in six or more
dances each semester. The results
of their hard work are exhilarating.
Sophomore Christina Aguirre, the
producer of the show this semester,
said working on “In the Moment”
has required endless hours of organizing, emailing, budgeting and
tracking details, but it all felt worth
it when the whole production fell
into place.
“We work on the show for the
entire semester,” Aguirre said, “And
when we watch the final product
from offstage we’re all thinking
‘Woah, we did that!’”
The Sarabande show is at 8 p.m.
on Saturday. Tickets are available in
the Cohen box office and are free
for students.

Dashboard can’t master new tricks
DASHBOARD
continued from page 5

emotional and raw.
Still, there is something missing
— and that is consistency. Although
Dashboard cooks up a few gems
using its old ingredients, the band
also tries a new recipe on some
other tracks, and those are where
things get off track.
The harmonies on every track are
incredible. But while the instrumentals also stay consistent with the
punk-emo style from Dashboard’s
previous albums, the sound of
“Alter the Ending” is very different.
It’s more produced, upbeat and, in
some respects, heavier, with a stronger punk sound. But ultimately,
“Alter the Ending,” like every other
Dashboard album, is geared toward
a particular emo-loving audience.
The best songs on this album
closely mimic the style of the group’s
freshman album, “The Swiss Army
Romance” (2000). For example,
“No News is Bad News” begins as
a simple song accompanied by an
acoustic guitar, resembling much
of Carrabba’s work in the past. But
partway through the track, an electric piano and a distorted lead guitar line begin to build something
new. Dashboard has been using this
technique more and more frequently with each successive album.
“No News is Bad News” is one of
the more fun songs of the album,

starting off soft and then gradually
gaining energy. But the track also
plays to the band’s base, with some
of Carrabba’s most whiny singing —
exactly what Dashboard fans want
to hear.
Interestingly, the title track off
this album, “Alter the Ending,”
is the one that strays most from
Dashboard’s roots. The song is
essentially Dashboard’s response to
the pop-punk group Fall Out Boy.
This might not sound like the recipe
for a standout track, but “Alter the
Ending” is actually a fun pumpup anthem full of high energy and
intensity that carries through the
entire song. “I Know About You”
is another song that strays more
toward Fall Out Boy’s punk sound,
although it doesn’t go as far in this
direction, and doesn’t succeed as
much as “Alter the Ending.”
“Alter the Ending” and “I Know
About You” work well as alternatives
to hardcore punk rock music, but
Dashboard fans might be dissatisfied with these tracks, as they enter
an entirely different genre than that
to which Carrabba is accustomed.
One of the slowest and least
appealing songs on the album is
“Hell on the Throat.” It starts slowly
and stays at that same low level. The
track simply lacks momentum, with
various parts added and taken away
throughout the song. After hearing
the first minute, listeners can surmise

exactly where the song is going.
On the other hand, the album’s
iTunes bonus track, “Truth of the
Matter,” is an interesting composition right from the beginning. The
song sounds overly produced, but
several key components make it
enjoyable — mainly Dashboard’s
typical acoustic guitar and some of
the most compelling drum work
on the album. From the moment
the drums pick up, listeners can feel
them driving the song forward and
pushing toward a climax in exactly
the way that “Hell on the Throat” did
not. The juxtaposition of these two
songs is perhaps the best indicator of
the hit-or-miss nature of this album.
“Alter the Ending” is a decent
album at best. Like most albums,
it has a few good songs and a few
that are less than stellar. What’s so
disappointing about this album is
the extent to which Carrabba strays
from the very style that has gotten
Dashboard to where it is today.
Most promising are the few songs
that echo or directly reference the
catchy, melodic and emo songs of
Dashboard’s past. The mix of past
and present on this album sometimes makes it feel like two distinct
records from two very different
bands: a Fall Out Boy cover band and
the real Dashboard Confessional.
Though it does so infrequently, when
the real Dashboard comes through
it’s a fantastic listening experience.

Despite some successful social commentary,
lack of cohesion is novel’s downfall
EDUCATION
continued from page 5

in literature since Emily Brontë’s
Heathcliff) is in a relationship with
David, a Somali refugee. David is
close to Susan Lowell, a professor
who recently won a Pulitzer Prize
for a book based on her extensive
research in Somalia with Razi, an
Iranian alcoholic.
In Somalia, Teak travels through
the country in a desperate search
for answers, but finds few from
the American paramilitary he
encounters. In Cambridge, Lowell
is forced to defend her book and
its positive portrayal of Hatashil.
Though McDonell hints at an inappropriate relationship between
researcher and subject, he never
offers enough of their history, and
the intrigue falls flat.
Minor characters struggle while
the main plots between Teak and
Lowell unfold. David, Lowell’s
favorite student, attempts to join
an elite finals club that would offer
him the opportunities for internships and networking that he lacks
as a foreign student. McDonell
expertly captures David’s difficulty
ingratiating himself with the college community during orientation and his reasons for joining a
pretentious finals club and dating

a cynical, heartless girlfriend.
Jane, in between binge drinking
and meaningless sex with David,
investigates Lowell and brings the
book’s possible inaccuracies to the
forefront of the university’s and the
nation’s consciousnesses. As David,
under the tutelage of Teak’s godfather, Alan Green, moves closer to
being accepted at a finals club, Jane
travels to Somalia and meets Teak.
He, having discovered the truth,
is the only person who can clear
Lowell’s name and reveal what really happened during the massacre.
“An Expensive Education” offers
many fascinating characters, whose
pettiness and flaws turn them
from caricatures in an unrealistic
adventure into real human beings.
Though unlikeable, Lowell, Razi and
David, especially, maintain relationships and suffer from past pains that
provide the best moments in this
novel. The story suffers from not
providing enough background, and
the reader may want to hear more
about Razi’s history and David and
Jane’s complicated, if not outright
dysfunctional, relationship.
The novel’s focus on sex is another drawback. David and Jane’s intimacies, and those of other characters, do not move the plot forward
or offer any sensual enjoyment. The

sex, along with the use of drugs and
alcohol, seems randomly included
and even gratuitous.
In the author’s attempt to turn
his publication into the next Jason
Bourne thriller, McDonell includes
mysterious phrases that attempt to
intrigue but instead exhibit a certain
literary laziness. “It was about time,
but then maybe it wasn’t,” is just one
example of the vague writing.
This tale of deceit, crime, murder,
betrayal, reputation and academia
has great potential. The novel is
successful as a social commentary
on prestigious universities, including their wealthy, irresponsible students and pressured professors, and
strongly portrays a slew of revealing
character narratives and emotional
interactions. But it suffers from a
slow-moving middle and forced
connections between Teak and the
university-centered subplots.
At no point is the reader dying to
find out what happens next. This is
a testament to both McDonell’s
clichéd writing and his failure to
string together a strong, cohesive thread in the novel. Though
an insightful portrait of tortured
souls, “An Expensive Education”
ultimately disappoints the genre
by providing little in the way of
political intrigue and suspense.

COURTESY OF KAREN S. DAVIS

Davis has worked with acting queen Judi Dench.

Davis explored a variety or
artistic fields after graduation
ALUM
continued from page 5

decisions I made there was
to do Tufts-in-London,” said
Davis. “I’d always been an
anglophile interested in
British literature and history, and it allowed me to
do both theater and English,
and history and music. They
covered everything there —
that probably influenced a
lot of what I did later.” L i k e
many college students, Davis
wasn’t certain what she wanted to do after leaving the Hill.
“Because I want to do a lot
of different things, I decided that’s what I’d devote my
life to,” said Davis. “I mainly
pursued what I loved, and
allowed my passions to drive
me.”
Upon graduating, Davis
stayed in England and
embarked on a career in
journalism, talking to locals
in small communities and
reporting on human interest
stories. After going to graduate school for journalism,
Davis was offered a job as a
journalist and photographer
for The Times of London.
“It was exciting just to go
to the press conferences in
Parliament and photograph
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, which was wonderful,” said Davis. “But I missed
journalism at the local
level.” While she was in
Europe, Davis also sang in
choirs and had the chance to
study acting with Judi Dench.
When her career in journalism began to get too political,
Davis left London to try her
hand at the performing arts
back in the United States.
Davis
established
an
impressive regional reputation for her musical theater roles. She also acted in
infomercials and television
shows, hosted local public
access television, narrated
radio commercials and sang
for movie soundtracks. Davis
even wrote and composed her
own album of love songs entitled “Someone Loves” (1999).
Like most artists trying to
break into Hollywood and
pursue an acting career,
Davis had to work a few side
jobs. “The last job I had was

thoroughly miserable, and
drove me back to the peace
of horses at the racetrack in
the morning,” said Davis.
Combining her love of horses and photography, Davis
published her acclaimed
photo book “Santa Anita
Morning Rhapsody” (2006).
As Davis’s most notable work,
“Morning Rhapsody” is the
only book of its kind, with
beautiful photos capturing
the lives of thoroughbred
horses on the Santa Anita
racetrack at dawn.
“It’s nice when a life is
done to have something you
can hold in your hands and
say, ‘I am so proud for having done this,’” said Davis.
“I think the photographs are
very passionate, and I want
to embody passion in everything I do.”
Racehorses also inspired
Davis to write a screenplay
and to begin one of her current projects, a symphony.
“One day when I was standing next to the track and
heard all of the hooves going
by, which is very rhythmic
and beautiful, I thought, ‘oh,
there’s a symphony in this,’”
Davis said.
In addition to composing
her “Santa Anita Morning
Rhapsody” symphony, Davis
continues to photograph
racetrack events and pursue
her singing career. As if all of
this isn’t enough to keep her
busy, Davis is also writing
and illustrating a children’s
book on horse healthcare.
“I think most people would
agree that it’s better to be
busy and, particularly, to be
so lucky to be so busy doing
what you love,” said Davis. “I
mean, how many people get
to do that?”
It’s hard to keep up with
Davis’ unique and incredibly
diverse career since her graduation from Tufts, but Davis
wouldn’t have it any other way.
“Nothing’s ever irrevocable,” said Davis. “As long as
you’re doing what you love,
you can do one thing and
then let it segue into something else, have another
career. If I’d left anything out,
I wouldn’t feel complete, just
because I’m who I am.”
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Dollar Continues Slide
Neesha Bhagat
TFR Journalist

Since the beginning
of the year, the US dollar has been steadily
weakening due to the
various economic challenges our country has
seen.
Hitting highs
against both the Yen
and Euro in February
and March respectively,
the dollar’s decline is a
result of the damaged
and shattered Ànancial system and overall
economy, as well as the
rising national debt due
to the colossal injections
of government spending.
The value of a currency
is typically regarded as a
measurement of economic conditions and a country’s standard of living.
It goes without saying,
then, that a weak economy will reÁect a weak
dollar. Why then, is the
dollar continuing to decline even while we are
in the recovery stage?
The US Dollar Index, which measures
the currency relative to
a basket of other major
monies, is down nearly
10% since March, when
both the Dow and S&P
reached 12-year lows.
The Index, whose basket
includes the Euro, Yen,
and British Pound, is
still up from a year ago.
Aside from an overall
weak economy, another
reason for the dollar’s
poor performance is because of the massive
amount of government
spending. The pumping of liquidity into the
Ànancial system is the
main reason as to why
the dollar continues to
drop. From issuing record amounts of bonds,
to bailouts and stimulus packages, the US
government has never
engaged in such aggressive Àscal policy. The
federal budget deÀcit is
targeted to hit a record
high of $1.84 trillion
by the end of the year.
With anxieties about
the economy, markets,

and debt, investors
are more likely to buy
bonds, stocks, and other
Ànancial assets abroad,
in countries with a
more stable economies
and manageable debts.
Thus, the demand and
therefore value of foreign
currencies rise, immediately weakening the US
dollar relative to them.
By moving up future
consumption today as a
result of the spending,
we have created this outstanding debt in order
to help us out of the economic bind in which we
found ourselves. While
doing this, we inevitably
dwarfed future economic growth. One way to
Àx the rising debt is to
increase taxes, lowering
consumers’ disposable
income and thus their
spending.
This antigrowth tactic will almost
certainly cause future
growth to be sluggish.
Furthermore, because
of our feeble growth outlook, we have lowered
interest rates in anticipation. This causes an
interest rate differential
between the US and the
rest of the world. Thus,
people willput on carry
trades. This current interest rate differential
exists because it reÁects
expected future growth
rate differentials. While
our GDP after this initial
recovery is expected to
be around 2% in a year
or two, China and India
are looking at growth
rates of around 10%.
The decline in the US
dollar has many implications, both domestically and globally. The
weak dollar is actually
helping the US economy
for the time being for a
couple reasons. Some
even believe that a weak
dollar was the goal
of the Fed when they
slashed interest rates,
since it allows exports
to become more competitive, as they are now
cheaper to the rest of
the world, and thus nar-

rowing the trade deÀcit.
Many think that a weak
dollar was the main
reason why the US was
able to recover from the
Great Depression.
From a global standpoint, the dwindling dollar has more philosophical and policy-based
implications.
Currencies, in many ways reÁect
economic leaderships.
As one of the most powerful countries, the US
is not expected to have a
weak economy, and thus
a weak currency. Could
we be seeing a shift in
this leadership?
As the leader, the dollar
is the reserve currency
of the world. Whenever
a country experiences a
surplus, they keep their
money in dollars. Now,
however, they are concerned that their store
of wealth is devalued.
Because of the feeble
US economy, many have
suggested using a basket of currencies for reserves instead of just
the dollar. The dollar’s
decline has stimulated
discussion for changes
in worldwide policies.
Also as the economic
leader of the world, the
US has always been
viewed as the importer,
the buyer, the consumer, purchasing goods
from developing nations such as China and
India. However, with
a weak dollar, our exports are now getting
a boost, and as a nation we have drastically
lowered our spending.
There are many reasons for the dollar’s recent weakening. ReÁecting the overall state of
the economy, the dollar
will most likely continue to decline until it is
apparent that we are in
an established recovery.
While we may beneÀt
from the dollar’s current
and continuing struggle,
we must also be wary
its future implications.
Continued On Page Two..
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Signs of Economic
Recovery
Andrew Choi
TFR Journalist
The Dow Jones continues to hover around
10000, hinting at a continuing recovery from a
recession economy. As
some investors and institutions capitalize on
their investments made
during the downturn
the previous year, the
market sentiment and
hope seems to be high,
and with good reasons.
Eighty percent of S&P
500 companies beat analyst earnings estimates
for the third quarter. In
the third quarter, Ànancial services Àrms (notably Goldman Sachs,
JP Morgan and Wells
Fargo) reported the
highest growth rate
amongst S&P 500 sectors, with earnings to increase 144%, according
to Thompson Reuters.
The S&P 500 has
gained 60% since March,
with investor hopes that
good earnings will come.
However, to what extent
is this rally a sign of a
fundamentally
recovering economy? Many
economists believe that
the buoy in the stock
market fails to reÁect
underlying market conditions and screams
‘bubble’. For example,
Bill Stone, chief investment strategist at PNC
Wealth
Management
said, aside from Ànancials, “Earnings still
stink”.
Furthermore,
S&P 500 companies’
revenues are on track to
fall 10.2%, as are their
proÀts, down 13.8%. Excluding Ànancials, quarterly operating proÀts
fell nearly 20%, according to Thompson. While
these results are an improvement from previous quarters, investors
should not disregard the

fact that much of the
current market sentiment is based on unrealized hope for the future.
In this environment, investors could look to the
Treasury yield curve.
The United States
Treasury bonds can
serve as an indicator of
economic health. Under a risky economic
environment,
investors retreat to Treasury bills and notes as
they are regarded as a
risk-free
investment.
During the 2008 Ànancial crisis, the demand for safe assets
sharply decreased t-bill
yields. Falling yields
are a result of higher
bond prices, as demand
for safe Treasury assets
increase. Prior to the
collapse of the Lehman
Brothers in September
2008, the 1-year Treasury bill yield was at 2.11
percent. As of now, the
1-year Treasury yield is
signiÀcantly depressed
at 0.35 percent. Even
during the stock market rally that we have
observed in the past few
months, Treasury yields
have shown no upward
movements. This sign is
troubling, as a sustainable economic recovery
and subsequent improvement in investor
conÀdence would theoretically increase the appetite for riskier investments. Compared to the
average yield (in green),
the current Treasury
bill yields reÁect uncertainty in the markets
that hasn’t dissipated.
Demand for short term,
liquid Treasury bills remains high. Thus, investors are not yet looking to
shift large percentage of
assets in their portfolio
from Treasuries to other
forms of investments.

If you are interested in contributing to the Tufts Financial
Review, contact Erich Grant at Erich.Grant@tufts.edu
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Pipe Dreams?
Russian President Pushes for Replacing Soviet Era
Energy Economy
Aaron Korenewsky
TFR Journalist
On Thursday November 12th, Russian
President Dmitri Medvedev stated during a
national broadcast that
Russia needs to move
forward from its “humiliating” bloated, Soviet
economy. The Russian
President urged for the
move from its current
energy fueled economy
and Soviet infrastructure, to an economy focusing on modern, high
tech industries that will
beneÀt the Russian people and lifestyle.While
President
Medvedev
made these remarks in
the Kremlin, his country is still very much
involved in the export
of its energy resources,
speciÀcally natural gas.
Only two days after his
televised speech, Slovenia declared after negotiations with Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin that it would allow
its territory to be utilized for the extension
of the South Stream
Pipeline into Northern
Italy, increasing Russia’s energy infrastructure deeper into Europe.
President Medvedev’s
drive for modernization occurred during
the annual presidential
address to the Federal
Assembly of Russia.
President
Medvedev
Àrst struck out against
the lack of economic and
industrial reform occurring throughout the
country,
commenting
on the ‘shamefully low’
rate of competitiveness
of Russia’s industrial
production. While the
energy driven economy
that Áourished during
Putin’s presidential period brought in growth
rates around 7 to 8 %,
Medvedev noted that

Russia was suffering
greater from the current slowdown than
most other nations.
Soaring gas prices that
had created a Ànancial
boon for the East, now
vanished, leaving Moscow Ànancial strapped
as well as a laughing stock in the West.
High gas prices
throughout the early
years of Putin’s tenure
left the country little desire or urgency to reform
many Soviet ‘leftovers’,
mainly reliance on Soviet infrastructure such
as pipelines and state
controlled businesses.
Medvedev focused on
moving away from gas
by revamping the nuclear, pharmaceutical,
agricultural, and space
industries. He stressed
that Russian foreign
policy and economic reform should be focused
on the condition: “Does
it improve living standards in our country?"
President
Medvedev
also hoped to cut down
on corruption and inefÀciency by overhauling
state owned industries
and corporations, which
for the future had, “no
prospects”. Also, Medvedev remarked in reference to the rampant
corruption throughout
the country, as reported
by Radio Free Europe
Radio Liberty, “We need
to arrest more people”.
President Medvedev did
not spell out a far ranging economic plan to be
followed in the coming
years, and did not focus
on speciÀcs for the revitalizing of the nation’s
economy. Media reports
about the televised address pointed to President Medvedev’s call
for the reforming of the
country’s 11 time zones,
as a way of increasing

governability, telecommunications, and local
economics. This idea,
just as the other reforms
encouraged during the
president’s speech, was
not met with a speciÀc
agenda on how this restructuring would occur,
or to how many time
zones would be cut, if any.
President Medvedev’s
calls for reform ring hollow as the energy bloated economy he seeks to
replace increases immensely in size through
new pipelines in the
Balkans in the south of
Europe and the Baltic
Sea in the north. Negotiations this year with
Bulgaria, Turkey, and
Slovenia have allowed
Russia’s proposed South
Stream,
a
pipeline
stretching from Russia’s Caucasus to Bulgaria, to become a reality. The South Stream
project will include proposed pipelines weaving
along the Balkans and
into Eastern Europe,
as well sections funneling through Greece into
Italy. Along with this
southern stretch, Russia further concluded
in early November with
Sweden and Finland
over the construction of
the Nord Stream pipelines through their economic exclusive zones
in the Baltic Sea. 55
billion cubic meters of
gas will Áow from Russia to Germany when
the 750 mile long lines
are totally completed,
and the Àrst of the two
proposed Baltic pipelines will be up and running as soon as 2011.
With this increase in
control over Europe’s
energy market, South
Stream and Nord Stream
are being touted as political tools for Russia’s
foreign policy. By byFINANCIAL REVIEW

passing Ukraine, which
has had numerous energy related clashes with
Russia, these pipelines
could effectively alienate Ukraine without
causing massive energy
shortages
throughout
the European Union.
When energy shortages
in the EU occurred last
year, it created political
pressure against Russian arm twisting in
the Post-Soviet sphere.
These pipelines also are
seen as tools to increase
tensions amongst the
EU member states and
potential members, by
targeting states such
as Germany, Serbia,
and Bulgaria that could
beneÀt and that already
rely heavily on Russian gas. By increasing energy trade with
these states and others
in Eastern and Central
Europe, Russia could
hope to avoid a united
European response to
its foreign policy aspirations in Europe and beyond. While President
Medvedev may hope to
modernize his country at
the expense of the bloated energy behemoth, it
may in fact be those visions which remain only
pipe dreams, while Moscow’s petroleum tentacles stretch further
into the heart of Europe.

Continued From Page One..
As of October 2009,
the spread between 30year Treasury note and
3-month Treasury bill
is at 3.84. Typically, the
spread is three percentage points. When the
spread widens, investors are sending a message that either 1) they
expect inÁation in the
future or 2) expect longterm economic growth.
Many economists anticipate inÁation. What
will cause inÁation?
First, the US money
supply has dramatically increased, with near
zero percent borrowing
rates. With more money
in the system, each dollar is worth less. Second, when emerging
markets begin to recover, rise in demand and
price for commodities
will go hand in hand.
These are extraordinary times. Many business owners are unsure
about investing in their
business in the current
economic climate, which
means that the economy
cannot recover. Consumer spending, conÀdence,
investment and employment have shown no
signs of signiÀcant resurgence, albeit improving.
So what does this all
mean? While the market has rallied signiÀcantly, the latest yield
curve still reveals a lack
of conÀdence in the current recovery. There is a
chance that a bubble has
emerged in the equity
markets. Thus, now is a
time to be most cautious
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now and get what you want. Very
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Tufts expecting to challenge
Williams for conference superiority

Jumbos returning a number of
offensive stars next season

MEN’S SWIMMING

FOOTBALL

continued from page 12

have got to the national level, and we
are bringing in a really strong freshman
class, and the team itself is motivated to
try to inch a little closer to Williams and
maybe dethrone them at the top. They
have been a huge powerhouse the last
decade, and every year we are kind of
getting a little bit closer to them.”
“It’s always a goal to just be better
each year and to have the guys be better
individually and have them be better
collectively as a team,” Hoyt added.
“And hopefully at some stage it is reflective in the score at the championship
meet. It absolutely feels like we can
compete with those guys, and we are
ready to compete with them, and we
want to compete with them, so it should
be a fun season.”
To be on par with Williams and better
the Ephs’ 35th-place finish at nationals,
the Jumbos will need contributions from
some underclassmen. Last year, freshmen E.J. Testa and Owen Rood were
a part of the relay teams at nationals.
Though Hoyt is not sure what to expect
from his freshmen this year, he thinks
that everyone on his team could put
together strong seasons.
“Right now, minus the freshmen, who
I don’t know well enough yet, just about
every sophomore, junior and senior has
the ability to really have a breakout
season,” he said. “So I’m just excited to
watch the guys work hard and see what
comes out of it. So I think everyone can
step up, and I think that’s what it will
take for us to be competitive at the conference level.”
Salzberg and fellow quad-captains

seniors Matera, Lawrence Chan and
Rob Delean have been holding captains’ practices throughout the fall
and have gotten a chance to work out
with the underclassmen. According to
Salzberg, there are a number of newcomers, such as Brian Marko and Jack
Thomas, and some sophomores, like
Travis Grodkiewicz and Andrew Vidikan,
who have looked great in practice and
should contribute to the team’s efforts.
But the biggest strength of the team
might be the diving squad; Matera
should be the best diver in the conference with the departure of Amherst’s Kai
Robinson. With junior Trevor Stack also
one of the five best divers in the conference last year, the Jumbos should get
consistent points from this duo.
“Our team from top to bottom right
now is looking really strong,” Salzberg
said. “So this weekend will be the first
test, and I feel like we are going to come
out with some really good results.”
In the opening weekend, Tufts will
have two meets. The Jumbos will open
up their schedule with a visit from an
uncommon opponent in Colorado
College tonight before heading to
Middlebury to take on the Panthers
and Conn. College in their first NESCAC
action of the season on Saturday.
“We are really looking forward to this
weekend,” Salzberg said. “We have been
putting in a lot of work through captains’
practices in the early fall and working
with Coach in November. We have had
a good two and a half weeks of practice,
and we are just excited to start racing
because this sport is just about being
with your teammates and getting up for
races and seeing how fast you can go.”

HOCKEY FAN BUS!
SUPPORT THE JUMBOS!

continued from page 12

air and even when taking direct snaps in the
“Wildcat” formation.
Bailey, who was named to the AllNESCAC Second Team earlier in the week
as both a running back and a return specialist, was second in the conference in allpurpose yards, averaging 152.4 per game.
Additionally, he was the only player in the
league to compile 400 yards rushing, 300
yards receiving and 400 return yards.
“Wueger was absolutely our best lineman,” McManama said. “And most importantly he is a great role model for the
younger guys. His physicality on the field
is incredible; every day he lays it out on
the line.
“Bailey had an unbelievable year,” he
continued. “Especially getting switched
from cornerback at the beginning of the
season, I was so surprised how well he did.
He’s definitely one of the toughest kids I’ve
ever played with; he’s extremely quick and
knows how to make guys miss. It was great
to know that if the first two guys aren’t that
open, I can just check down to Bailey and
it’s a guaranteed seven or eight yards.”
McManama, the opening-day starter after
senior quad-captain Anthony Fucillo went
down with a season-ending ankle injury
in a scrimmage versus Bowdoin, averaged
123.8 yards per game, hurling a league-low
seven touchdowns against a NESCAC-best
four interceptions. His best outing of the
year came on Nov. 7, on the road at Colby,
when he completed 83 percent of his passes
for 170 yards and two scores in Tufts’ close,
34-31 loss to the Mules.
As the season wore on, Tufts turned to
trickery in an attempt to jumpstart an otherwise stagnant offense that was held to under
10 points five times. Against Bowdoin, senior
fullback Noah Hatfield-Biondo scored on a
trick running play, while against Amherst,
McManama hauled in a 26-yard pass from
senior wide receiver Tim Puopolo.
On defense, the Jumbos allowed a
league-best 189.6 passing yards per
game and boasted the third-best scoring
defense. Still, Tufts forced only nine turnovers on the year, including just four interceptions — a deficiency not helped when
senior quad-captain safety Tom Tassinari
went down for the year in a 13-3 home loss
to Amherst on Oct. 31.
Tassinari, who was selected to the All-

NESCAC First Team, finished with 57 tackles, second on the team behind junior Matt
Murray. Stebbins tallied 8.5 tackles for a
loss, while sophomore lineman Donnie
Simmons added seven, including 2.5 sacks.
Senior defensive back Alex Perry was also
named to the Second Team, leading Tufts
with 40 solo tackles while also intercepting
a pass and forcing a fumble.
“You can go through each position categorically and find guys who stepped up,”
Perry said. “Danny Stebbins had a phenomenal year, really playing his heart out. Matt
Murray played with a bum shoulder and
was still out there delivering blows. Then
you look at the secondary and the whole
group of freshmen who stepped in and did
more than we could ever ask of them.”
The season ended last Saturday with a
26-7 home loss against Middlebury. But
despite their eighth-place finish in the
league, Tufts can hold its head high knowing it was in games against the league’s top
squads. The Jumbos lost to Trinity 10-3 and
Amherst 13-3, and they came within one
possession of beating Wesleyan and Colby.
“The Trinity game, we should have
taken that to overtime and probably won,”
McManama said. “The Colby game we probably should have won, and this is with all
the injuries. Amherst, I thought, we should
have been closer than we were.”
Tufts will graduate 19 players, including
all four members of its secondary, but will
return a large bulk of its offense. Fucillo,
who was fifth in the conference in passing
yardage in 2008, will return as a sixth-year
senior. Joining Fucillo to lead the offense
next season will be Bailey, as well as Tufts’
top three receivers.
But while the Jumbos can’t wait to get
back on the field and prove their record a
fluke, it will be a long offseason thinking
about a 2-6 record that, barring a few close
plays here and there, could very well have
been a .500 season.
“It was a frustrating year. I don’t think
there’s any way around it from a personal standpoint,” Perry said. “You’re
still going out, you’re still playing football every day, but obviously we didn’t
get the outcome we wanted. A bunch of
things didn’t go our way, you can always
look at injuries, certain plays, and we
didn’t seem to catch any breaks. But for
the most part, you’re still going out and
playing the game you love.”

Tufts will have to weather the storm
with key members abroad

TUFTS vs Middlebury
Friday November 20th

MEN’S HOCKEY
Bus Leaves:
From:
To:
Game Time:

6:30pm
Campus Center
Malden Forum
7:00pm

Invite your friends for a FUN afternoon.
Bring your Tufts ID for entrance to the game.

WOMEN’S SWIMMING
continued from page 12

she finished in fifth place in the onemeter diving competition at the NCAA
Div. III Championships.
One of the mainstays for the Jumbos
is head coach Nancy Bigelow, who will
be entering her 28th season at the helm
and holds last year’s title of NESCAC
Coach of the Year. With the chance to
exact revenge on teams like Williams
— which decimated Tufts by a score of
207-93 last year — after winter break,
Bigelow is keeping her players grounded
and has kept a focus on the fundamentals for the upcoming season.
“We are always emphasizing the fundamentals: racing into the wall, finishing hard, challenging yourself and racing the people next to you,” York said.
While the season looks promising, the
Jumbos are missing many junior swimmers for the time being, including Kono,
who is studying abroad this semester.
“The first half of the season is going
to be tough because we have a lot of
people abroad,” Gardel said. “We will
find out this weekend after our first
meet how we stand in relation to the
other teams.”
With many key swimmers out of
action, the Jumbos will be looking to
the underclassmen to step up in their
absence and keep the squad afloat in

the four meets scheduled before winter
break.
“We have a really talented freshman
class, and our returning sophomores are
really fast, so we are looking to them to
step up, and this will really determine
how our meets go,” York said.
Tufts will have its challengers this year
and will still be chasing the two teams
that finished above it at the NESCAC
Championships last year: Williams and
Amherst. Also posing a threat in the conference will be Middlebury and Conn.
College, the teams the Jumbos face in a
tri-meet on Saturday. In last year’s competition, Swett and Kono helped put
Tufts over the top with wins in breaststroke and freestyle events, respectively.
However, then-freshmen Eacret and
Adams also came in with wins, displaying the depth that the squad holds
against its competitors.
“Williams and Amherst are practically
untouchable, but our main competition should come from Middlebury and
Connecticut College,” Gardel said.
With an exciting core of young talent
and added experience, the Jumbos will
look to build upon last year’s momentum and record-breaking successes.
“Our team really has the potential
to be strong this year,” York said. “It’s
really exciting going forward with such
a young group.”
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INSIDE THE NHL

ETHAN FRIGON | THE BEARD ABIDES

Head hunting: Cheap shots an issue in NHL
BY

All hail
the cutoff
hoodie

ADAM PARDES

Daily Staff Writer

Cheap shots, low shots, head shots.
None of these are hockey plays — and
that’s why they should all be penalties.
Cheap shots generally result in interference or roughing penalties, while any
check below the knees qualifies as a clipping penalty. Head shots? Technically
there’s no explicit rule outlawing hits
to the head, but this came as news
to Washington Capitals captain Chris
Clark. In a recent interview, Clark was
asked about head shots becoming illegal in the NHL, to which he responded,
“I thought they already were.”
Clark’s answer reflects the opinion
of many hockey players and analysts
who believe that rule No. 43 in the
NHL rule book — charging — already
stands as a restriction against hits to the
head. Charging is defined as “a player or
goalkeeper who, as a result of distance
traveled, shall violently check an opponent in any manner.” Officials, however,
have been extremely lax in calling this
penalty, leaving any and all disciplinary
actions in the hands of “The Sheriff,”
Colin Campbell, the league’s Director of
Hockey Operations.
The addition of a clear-cut penalty
for head shots was a major topic of
conversation during the NHL general
managers’ biennial meeting last week.
This ongoing discussion was reignited
by several incidents early in the season,
most notably the hit by Philadelphia
Flyers captain Mike Richards on the
Florida Panthers’ David Booth. Richards
caught Booth with his head down entering the Flyers’ zone, knocking him
unconscious and sending him off the
ice on a stretcher.
Was the hit legal? It is difficult to say.
The gruesome slow-motion replay of
the hit shows Richards’ shoulder clipping Booth’s chin after he had already
gotten rid of the puck, but in reality,
the hit came barely half a second after
Booth had released his pass. Richards,
who is not known as a dirty player,
was assessed a five-minute major for
interference and a game misconduct.
However, after a review by Campbell
and the league, the hit was deemed legal
and no suspension was handed down.
After a similar incident last year,
Campbell declared, “I believe there is
a responsibility by the player getting
hit by a legal check that he has to have
his head up and avoid it. In my day, if
you got hit that way, legally by a player,
your teammates would wonder what
was going on, your coach would look
at you and maybe not say anything, but
your dad for sure when you got home
would give you crap for having your
head down.”
However, there is evidence that the
overall attitude toward these hits is

W

MCT

It’s not always clear whether a hit was dirty or not, making the task of doling out punishment
and protecting players a complicated one.
starting to change. Following the GM
meetings last week, Toronto Maple Leafs
general manager Brian Burke explained,
“A player should have an ability to anticipate a hit, prepare for a hit or avoid a
hit. If he doesn’t have those, then I think
the onus has to shift to the hitter. He’s
got to deliver a safe hit.”
Burke may have the right idea when
it comes to checking from behind,
which is why the league has significantly tightened up on boarding calls.
Often times, players are in vulnerable
positions against the glass, and hits
in those situations are dangerous and
unnecessary. Only a few weeks ago, in
the Ontario Hockey League, Ben Fanelli
of the Kitchener Rangers was slammed
into the glass by Erie Otters forward
Michael Liambas, knocking him unconscious and fracturing his skull.
Ultimately, the responsibility lies on
both players’ shoulders. Hockey is a
naturally aggressive game, and skaters
need to have a keen sense of their surroundings during play. Catching someone admiring their nice pass with an
open-ice hit is a solid hockey play. The
problem is that players still have to
avoid checking opposing players who
are defenseless and susceptible to serious injury.
Moreover, implementing a headshot
rule is unnecessary; the penalty already
exists. Plays like the Booth hit are
instances more of bad luck than of bad
will. Oftentimes, an otherwise-clean
hit becomes dangerous when a player
turns his head or body in an attempt to
evade the check, leaving him in worse
position for the impact. Nothing can be

done to avoid these split-second decisions that end tragically; they are a part
of the game, and accidents are bound to
happen in such a violent atmosphere.
There is a major difference, though,
between a hit gone awry and hits with
intent to injure. Richards was trying to
knock Booth off the puck, but other recent
hits have undoubtedly been more malicious. For example, Los Angeles Kings
defenseman Rob Scuderi’s extremely
low hip check on Columbus Blue Jackets
forward Jason Chimera was completely
unnecessary and clearly aimed at hurting
Chimera. Similarly, repeat offender and
Dallas Stars enforcer Steve Ott clipped St.
Louis Blues defenseman Carlo Colaiacovo
way after a play, knocking Colaiacovo out
of the game.
The league handed down a twogame suspension to Ott but failed to
even call a penalty on the low-bridge
by Scuderi. The problem is the NHL’s
inability to discipline these hits in a
consistent way.
Until the league is able to regulate
punishments for dirty plays, the addition of a headshot rule won’t mean
anything. The general managers need
to take a step back and realize that the
best way to ensure player safety is not
necessarily by adding rules but perhaps
by dealing with these hits strictly and
dishing out major suspensions for ruthless checks. For example, Liambas was
suspended for the rest of the season by
the OHL for his careless hit on Fanelli.
Once players realize how serious the
consequences are for their actions,
they’ll think twice before taking cheap
shots at other skaters.

Games of the Week
LOOKING BACK (NOVEMBER 15) | NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS VS. INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
It was already billed as the best game of the year thus far, but once the New England
Patriots and Indianapolis Colts actually hit the field Sunday night, they delivered on that
sentiment.
At one point, it looked as if New England would run away with this game, as they held
a 16-point lead in the fourth quarter, but Peyton Manning and the Colts would not go
away.
Manning threw two fourth-quarter touchdown passes, including the game-winning oneMCT
yard toss to Reggie Wayne with 13 seconds left, and Joseph Addai added a four-yard run to
give the Colts an improbable 35-34 victory.
But the story of the game was Patriots coach Bill Belichick’s controversial decision to go for a fourth-and-two on his
team’s own 28-yard line with just over two minutes remaining. The Patriots could not convert the attempt and in failing to
do so handed the Colts the short field that helped set up the go-ahead score. With the victory, the Colts stayed undefeated
at 9-0 and dropped the Patriots to 6-3.

LOOKING AHEAD (NOVEMBER 20) | FIELD HOCKEY VS. SALISBURY

JAMES CHOCA/TUFTS DAILY

This Saturday, the Tufts field hockey team will cross sticks with the last team standing in its
way of going to the national championship for the second straight year.
With the Jumbos and Sea Gulls entering the match at Mt. Holyoke College with identical
16-1 records, the game is a toss-up for the squads that have not faced each other since 2007
and have everything to lose. With three national championships under its belt, Salisbury enters
the semifinal contest for the 12th consecutive showing but has not won the title since 2005.
On the other hand, Tufts’ NCAA championship loss to Bowdoin last year may give the squad
the momentum needed to secure its place in field hockey history.
Making for a competitive matchup, the teams sport nearly identical offensive numbers.
Between Tufts and Salisbury’s top scorers, there is just a one-goal difference, while Salisbury

leads by just two in team goals.
With advancing to the national championship on the line, this field hockey showdown should provide plenty of thrills, triumphs and tragedies. The only question is: Who will be left standing when it’s all said and done?

hen a coworker of mine gave
me the idea for this column,
he did so with the stipulation that I use the line “Bill
Belichick is playing chess while every
other NFL coach is playing checkers.” Now
I can’t endorse that statement in good
consciousness; it undersells the brilliance
of the man who is clearly the best, most
intelligent, most cunning, most daring,
most fashionable coach in modern professional sports.
It may seem to be an odd week to be
making this claim, considering the way
the Patriots-Colts game ended Sunday
night, with Belichick opting to go for
it on fourth-and-two from the Pats’
28-yard line with his team up 34-28 and
just over two minutes remaining in the
game. The Patriots failed to convert (a
controversial officiating decision in and
of itself ) and the Colts marched down
a shortened field and scored, winning
35-34. Obviously Belichick’s decision
was both ballsy and controversial — but
was it necessarily wrong?
According to the good old mainstream
media, it was beyond a shadow of a doubt
the worst coaching decision ever made.
Pete Prisco of cbssports.com exclaimed,
“Fourth-and-jackass. That’s our name
of a now-infamous play in New England
Patriots history. Move over, Tuck Rule.
You have company.” SI.com’s Peter King
thought the call “smacked of I’m-smarterthan-they-are hubris.” So clearly your traditional sportswriters didn’t like the call.
Nate Silver, of Baseball Prospectus
and Fivethirtyeight.com fame, known
for his coolly statistical analysis in the
face of conventional wisdom, said, on
the other hand, “Bill Belichick is not
dumb, provided that his goal is to help
the New England Patriots win football
games. Instead, much of the NFL’s conventional wisdom on when to go for it on
fourth down is horribly, horribly wrong.”
Indeed, much statistical analysis has
borne this belief out. New England’s
defense also looked completely worn
out; in Belichick’s mind, giving Peyton
Manning a 70-yard field wasn’t that much
different from giving him a 30-yard field.
So maybe, just maybe, conventional wisdom is wrong in this case.
Consider also that a key factor in
decision-making for most every other
NFL coach is completely irrelevant to
Belichick: job security. The negative publicity would rattle most other coaches
and plant seeds of doubt in the minds
of their owners. Belichick, on the other
hand, could care less what the media
thinks of him. He could probably burn
down Gillette Stadium without the Kraft
family firing him.
Another hole that can be poked in mainstream media’s blatant disdain for the call
is that they always seem to have an axe
to grind with Belichick, dating back specifically to the unverified “Spygate” fiasco.
Look again at those reactions to “Fourthand-jackass.” If any other coach makes that
call, it’s merely referred to a dumb decision,
chided as a mental mistake (even if that’s
not particularly accurate). With Belichick,
it’s indicative of a horrific sort of character
flaw, of a man suffering the effects of unbridled power, of a man who is so far beyond
reproach that he gives no thought to the
consequences of his actions. To these writers, it’s simply the latest nail of arrogance in
the Belichick coffin.
And you know what? From the mainstream media’s point of view, it makes
sense. From their standpoint, Belichick is
the most boring coach in history. His media
appearances are always sullen; he answers
questions begrudgingly and never offers
any particularly unique insight. Writers are
then forced to create a story out of nothing,
some angle that they can sell on a coach
who always wins games and never really
generates any sort of intrigue himself. And
so they blow incidents like these out of proportion, defaming the greatest sports mind
of our time.
Ethan Frigon is a junior majoring in economics and international relations. He can
be reached at Ethan.Frigon@tufts.edu.
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Jumbos poised
to make leap in
2009-10
BY

Volleyball’s great year
ends with narrow loss

and Amherst is always competitive as well,
Tufts feels that its overall team strength
could bring it to the top of the conference
in the 2009-10 season.
“We are kind of poised right now to
take the next step on both the NESCAC
and the national level,” Salzberg said. “We

Despite a valiant effort, the volleyball team dropped a four-set decision
to heavily favored Hope College in
the national quarterfinals yesterday
afternoon in University Heights, Ohio.
The setback ends the Jumbos’ historic
2009 season with a mark of 31-5.
The New England region has not had
a decorated history at this stage of the
NCAA Tournament, but against nationally
ranked No. 6 Hope, unranked Tufts did
as well — if not better — than any of its
recent predecessors. After pulling out a
thrilling 31-29 victory in the third set, in
which they overcame six match points,
the Jumbos became the first New England
representative to win a set in the national quarterfinals since 2004. Leading the
charge was junior outside hitter Dawson
Joyce-Mendive, who had 10 of her gamehigh 22 kills in the third set.
Tufts continued to hang around,
staying within three points of Hope
for much of the fourth set. But, leading 17-15, the Flying Dutch rattled
off six consecutive points to put the
match out of reach. The Jumbos
would save two more match points
before a kill by sophomore Jacie
Fiedler, her 10th of the set, clinched
a 25-18 fourth-set victory and Hope’s
first-ever trip to the Final Four.
The Jumbos battled the Flying Dutch
valiantly in the first two sets, dropping
narrow 25-17 and 25-23 decisions. Tufts’
quest to be the first New England team
to reach the Final Four in eight years was
derailed, in part, by 11 service errors.
In the final match of her career, senior
co-captain Dena Feiger paced Tufts with
45 assists, while classmate and fellow
captain Brogie Helgeson contributed a
team-high 15 digs.
The loss marked the end of a recordsetting 2009 campaign for the Jumbos,
the highlight of which was the deepest
NCAA Tournament run in program history.
See Monday’s Daily for further
coverage.

see MEN’S SWIMMING, page 10

— by Sapna Bansil

ETHAN LANDY

Daily Editorial Board

Coming off of a season in which a
young squad may have overachieved,
a more experienced men’s swimming
and diving team is ready to break out
and compete for both NESCAC and
national supremacy.
Last season, the Jumbos went 6-3 in
dual meets but delivered their best performance at the end of the season in
the NESCAC Championships at Wesleyan.
Displaying its depth, Tufts took an early
lead at the three-day event and gave conference heavyweight and seven-time consecutive NESCAC champions Williams a
run for its money before finishing comfortably in second place.
The Jumbos broke 15 school records
en route to their third second-place finish in the last four seasons. The team
also sent six swimmers and a diver, thenjunior Rob Matera, to the Div. III NCAA
Championships in Minneapolis, Minn.
“It was a great season,” coach Adam
Hoyt said. “We had some standout
seniors that we will definitely miss, but
I think just having the experience of racing these races more in a really competitive environment is really going to help
our team.”
Tufts lost some contributors from last
season, most notably former captains
James Longhurst (E ’09) and Andrew
Shields (E ’09), who were a part of multiple honorable mention All-American
relays at NCAAs. But with the depth that
the Jumbos have on this year’s team, they
should be more than capable of filling the
gaps left by their departures.
“We lost a great senior class last year,”
senior quad-captain Matt Salzberg said.
“But we have some great freshmen coming in who are really strong and add a
lot of depth and a lot of character to the
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Between Trevor Stack, pictured above, and Rob Matera, the Jumbos’ diving squad is a
dependable component of the men’s swimming and diving team.
team, and we are returning a huge portion
of our NESCAC squad from last year. So,
yeah, we have depth this year, but we are
also looking to try to take some of those
top spots.”
The Jumbos are hoping that last year’s
results will translate into even greater
success this season. While Williams is the
dominant force at the top of the NESCAC,
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Tufts finishes year with Talented squad looks to improve
disappointing 2-6 record on last year’s impressive season
BY

ALEX PREWITT

Daily Editorial Board

In a season marked by debilitating injuries, a lack of offensive
production and numerous close
losses, the Tufts football team
produced a 2-6 record, its worst
performance since 2005. Still, in
the midst of the aforementioned
problems, the Jumbos were within
striking distance in games against
some of the NESCAC’s top squads,
only to come up just short.
“Underachieving,” senior quarterback Tom McManama said
when asked to describe the season in one word. “Obviously it
was a losing season, so it was definitely not a great year, but considering all the injuries we had,
there’s definitely a reason for only
having two wins.”
“Overall, it was definitely a
disappointment because no one
wants to end up 2-6,” senior
quad-captain Dan Stebbins said.
“But there were times when we
were playing some good football. Record aside, there were
some positives.”
In a way, that was the theme
of Tufts’ season: close, but not
close enough. After dropping their
opening contest on the road to
Wesleyan 7-3, the Jumbos then
reeled off two consecutive victo-

ries, including a 25-22 overtime
thriller on Homecoming versus
Bowdoin. But from there, Tufts
entered a slide from which it would
not recover from for the rest of the
season, rounding out its campaign
with five straight losses.
By the end of the season, the
Jumbos were without two of four
starters in the secondary and three
of five opening-day starting offensive linemen, which undoubtedly
contributed to their end-of-season woes.
“I hate to make excuses and
blame the injuries,” McManama
said. “I’m one who feels that we all
need to step up and be ready, but
at the same time it just seemed
that every other play someone
was going down. It would have
been different had all those injuries not happened.”
Though avoiding the injury
bug turned out to be Tufts’ biggest difficulty, a number of players
who managed to stay healthy had
banner campaigns. Senior offensive lineman Adam Wueger was
named to the All-NESCAC First
Team, helping to pave the way for
junior back Pat Bailey. Bailey was
one of the lone offensive sparks
for Tufts, consistently supplying a
force on the ground, through the
see FOOTBALL, page 10
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After the most successful season in its history, the
women’s swimming and diving
team is looking to continue
its outstanding successes this
year, with five all-conference
swimmers and one diver leading the way.
Last year, the team finished a
best-ever third at the NESCAC
Championships, where the
Jumbos broke 11 school
records. Tufts swimmers also
won one individual conference title, had five runner-up
performances and swam 10
NCAA qualifying times. The
Jumbos are returning six of
seven All-NESCAC members
from last year’s team: sophomores Courtney Adams, Annie
Doisneau, Valerie Eacret and
Katie Russell; junior Megan
Kono; and senior diver Lindsay
Gardel. The team only lost former senior tri-captain Katie
Swett (LA ’09).
“We did lose some seniors,
and we have a bunch of juniors
abroad right now, but we are
hopefully going to bring the
same intensity and competitiveness this season and have
another successful season

JAMES CHOCA/TUFTS DAILY

With the return of six of their seven All-NESCAC performers from last
year, such as sophomore Annie Doisneau, the Jumbos are aiming to
build on a very successful 2008-09 season.
just like last year,” senior tricaptain Lyndsey York said.
Returning veteran players will
be key to the squad’s success
— particularly since many of
the experienced members have
won conference or national
honors.
Last year, Eacret led the
Jumbos with All-Conference
honors in three events, finishing second at NESCACs in the
50- and 100-meter butterfly, as
well as swimming one leg of a

third-place effort in the 800meter freestyle relay. Adams,
Doisneau and Kono were the
other bronze-medal winning
members of the 800 relay
team, while Russell chipped in
with a third-place finish in the
1000-meter freestyle.
In diving, All-American
senior Lindsay Gardel will be
looking to continue her successes from last year, when
see WOMEN’S SWIMMING, page 10

